
  

Please see the next 2 Kent Group walks below. Registration in advance is required for 

each walk. 

The NEC have confirmed that while movement between different Covid restriction Tiers 

in England remains legal the LDWA does not prohibit travel to participate in walks. 

Sun 1st November - Hill, Mount, Downe to the Bottom and Back 

A 23mile walk where Downe is up and hill is down. Please note the 8:30 start time now 

British Summer Time is finished. Park alongside recreation ground on Green Ct Rd, 

Crockenhill. There will be no access to refreshments on this walk, please bring your own. 

Torch recommended in case of delayed finish. This walk may have up to 15 participants. 

Registration in advance via david.thornton@uk.toyota-industries.eu. In case of late 

change of plan please message 07767 207899 

Sun 8th November - Round Dover Ramble 

As it says on the tin an 18 mile walk in Dover's environs so plenty of hills. Park 

courteously on nearby roads to meet at the Chance Inn, Guston for a 9am start. Lunch stop 

in River. This will almost certainly be the last chance to participate in a Kent Group walk 

led by Graham Smith. This walk may have up to 15 participants. Registration in advance 

required via walks.kent@ldwa.org.uk  

Permission to have groups larger than 6 remains contingent on participants undertaking to 

comply with the following: 

Walkers must not attend LDWA social walks if they or a member of their 

permitted ‘bubble’ has recently been diagnosed with or show any Covid-19 symptoms, 

are awaiting test results or are self-isolating under current Government guidance. Walkers 

must not car share unless they are from the same household or part of a permitted ‘bubble’ 

from another household. Social distancing must apply where practicable throughout the 

walk between fellow walkers and members of the public. All walkers must carry an 

appropriate hand sanitiser, a face covering and a small first aid kit. All walkers must not 

share personal items or equipment during a walk.  

Peter Jull 

Walks Organiser 
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